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[1] Issue: Improper movement describes a movement process in which an NP moves to an A-
position via an A′-position. It has been argued in the literature that such movement is banned 
(e.g., Chomsky 1973) (=(1)). Consider (2): 
(1) A′-movement of a constituent X cannot be followed by movement of X to an A-position. 
(2) a.    *John was decided to leave at noon. 
 b.     *The student seems that has read the book. 
However, improper movement is not universally prohibited. This is evidenced, for instance, by 
hyper-raising in Bantu languages such as Lubukusu (Carstens & Diercks 2013) (=(3)), where 
the embedded subject moves to the matrix Spec,TP (A-position) by way of the Spec of the 
embedded CP, a phase edge (A′-position), for phase impenetrability due to cyclic transfer of 
the embedded TP at the phase level (=(4)): 
(3) Chisaang’i chi-lolekhana mbo   t chi-kona. 
 10animal  10SA-seem  that  10SA-sleep.PRS 
 ‘The animals seem to be sleeping.’  (Lit: ‘The animals seem that are sleeping.’) 
(4) [TP NP [ … [CP t [C [TP … t … ]]]]] 
As argued in Carstens & Diercks (2013), (3) is not an example of copy raising: just like raising, 
it allows a reconstructed reading and the surface subject is interpreted in the embedded clause 
under the scope of ‘seem.’ Moreover, v being a phase head, improper movement is more widely 
implemented than has been assumed: in Subject-Object Reversal in Bantu languages (=(5)) and 
clause-internal scrambling in Japanese (=(6)), the object moves to Spec,TP but it does so via 
Spec,vP, a phase edge, since VP is cyclically transferred at the level of vP (=(7)): 
(5) Ibitabo  bi-á-ra-somye  Johani  t.                                                        (Carstens 2011) 
 8book  8SA-PST-read.PERF John 
 ‘John (not Peter) has read (the) books.’ 
(6)  Sono hon-o  Taroo-ga   t katta     (koto)                                                 (Saito 1992) 
 the  book-ACC Taroo-NOM bought   fact 
 ‘(the fact that) Taroo bought the book.’ 
(7) [TP NP [T [vP t [v [VP … t … ]]]]] 
     In this paper, I reconsider improper movement from a minimalist perspective. I claim that 
the well-formedness of improper movement follows without any reference to A/A′-positions. 
[2] Proposal: First consider ill-formed cases like (2). In order to get out, the surface subject 
must move to the embedded Spec,CP for cyclic Transfer at the phase level. The movement, 
however, will cause labeling failure with l as overt Spec,TP is not created (=(8)). Given label 
weakness (=(9): Chomsky 2015:9-10), l will not be labeled, violating Full Interpretation (FI): 
(8) [k NP [C [l T [vP … t … ]]]]  (l = unlabeled → violation of FI) 
(9) T and R are too “weak” to serve as labels and cannot label without overt Spec. 
Notice that the labeling failure will not be solved even if the subject moves to Spec,TP on its 
way to Spec,CP: given the definition of overtness in (10) (Chomsky 2013:44), a copy in 
Spec,TP, which is part of a discontinuous element, is invisible to syntax and does not form 
overt Spec, unable to strengthen T for labeling purposes: 
(10) a is taken to be in the domain D if and only if every occurrence of a is a term of D. 
     Now consider (3). It has been argued that unless otherwise stipulated, Merge is free, apply-
ing asymmetrically as well as symmetrically. Chomsky (2004, 2015) proposes that asymmetric 
Merge is pair-Merge, which adjoins one element to the other and produces an ordered pair <a, 
b> (<a, b> ¹ <b, a>). I argue that in (3), T, a non-phase head, is externally pair-merged to C, 
a phase head, which yields a composite head <C, T>; (11a) is created and is externally merged 
with vP, which forms (11b), instead of C and T being externally merged as illustrated in (12): 
(11) a.  <C, T> b.  [<C, T> [vP … ]] (12) a.  [l T [vP …]]  b.  [k C [l T [vP …]]] 
In undergoing movement into the matrix clause, the surface subject moves to the Spec of <C, 
T> (=(13)); otherwise, it cannot move out since <C, T> works as a phase head: C with T pair-



merged to it is equivalent to C since T is adjoined and is put asymmetric to C. In (13a), the 
movement does not cause any labeling failure: unlike in (8) (=(2)), thanks to external head 
adjunction by pair-Merge, a T-headed set or l is not yielded. Moreover, movement from the 
Spec of <C, T>, which creates a copy in the Spec, does not cause any labeling problem, either 
(=(13b)): <C, T> can work as a label without overt Spec since it is on a par with C, which is 
not subject to label weakness and can label on its own. Consequently, µ can be labeled: 
(13) a.  [NP [µ <C, T> [vP … t … ]]]  b.  [NP … [ t [µ <C, T> [vP … t … ]]]]  (µ = labeled) 
     External pair-Merge can also explain well-formed improper movement in the vP phase (=(5), 
(6)). R, which is categorized as V by v, is weak as a label like T and requires overt Spec for 
labeling purposes (=(9)). However, if R is externally pair-merged to v, being head-adjoined to 
v (<v, R>), it does not stand as an independent head and a R-headed set will not be produced 
in the derivation (=(14a)). Furthermore, since R is adjoined to v, <v, R> is on a par with v, 
which, unlike R, can label on its own. a in (14b) can be labeled when the object moves out of 
the Spec of <v, R> to turn into an invisible copy or invisible Spec: 
(14) a.  [NP [a <v, R> t ]]  b.  [NP … [ t [a <v, R> t ]]]  (a = labeled) 
     Ill-formed cases of improper movement reduce to labeling failure, hence a violation of FI; 
external pair-Merge or head adjunction by Merge solves labeling problems with T and R, al-
lowing improper movement not to violate FI at the interfaces. 
[3] Super-raising: Super-raising gives one piece of evidence for the proposal in this paper. 
Consider Moroccan Arabic in (15), where the embedded object moves over the embedded sub-
ject muhend into the matrix clause: 
(15) Ttshab-et-li  mmi            [ belli  šaf-Ø-ha  muhend   t fsefru  ]. 
 seemed-3SG-F-to-1SG mother-1SG  C saw-3 SG.M-3SG.F Mohand  in-Sefrou 
 ‘It seemed to me that Mohand saw my mother in Sefrou.’                               (Ura 1994) 
In (15), (12b) is structured in the embedded clause, with muhend being in Spec,TP. This means 
that the object moves to Spec,CP on its way, undergoing improper movement from the Spec to 
the higher Spec,TP. The example is well-formed because the embedded T strengthens as a label 
thanks to overt Spec,TP (i.e., muhend) and l can be labeled, causing no labeling failure. Super-
raising argues that improper movement is not a problem if label weakness is solved. 
[4] Labelable T, labelable R: As far as the proposed analysis is correct, it argues that the 
labelability of T and R is explained by Merge. Recall that T and R cannot label alone and 
require overt Spec in order to function as labels (=(9)). (16) and (17), however, show that the 
two heads can stand without overt Spec: 
(16)  The student seems [to be in the library]. (17) Mary [saw a picture of Bill]. 
In English, the object can remain in the externally merged position, not moving to Spec,RP. 
Given (18), this is evidenced by grammatical extraction from the object (=(19)): 
(18) Movement is not possible out of moved elements.                                  (Bošković 2018) 
(19) Who did Mary [see a picture of t]? 
I argue that labelable T and labelable R are nothing other than <C, T> and <v, R>: T and R are 
head-adjoined to C and v by Merge, which leads to the lack of a T-headed set and an R-headed 
set in the derivation; moreover, as argued, <C, T> and <v, R> can label alone. Overt Spec is 
not required for labeling purposes when <C, T> and <v, R> are produced in the derivation. 
[5] Conclusion: This paper claims that with Merge in place, the well-formedness of improper 
movement can be explained without the assumption of A/A′-positions, arguing in favor of the 
hypothesis that Merge is the core of the Faculty of Language (Chomsky 2017). 
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